
SVR&PC - Annual Competitions - 100M & over 

Detail timings – M/L = 30min max & B/L = 20min max. 

Where no foxholes exist (i.e. Bisley) or at the RCO's discretion, benches may be permitted (in all competitions). 

   

T-S Christmas Turkey Shoot 

(Gallery) 
100M from foxhole, any pistol calibre, magazine fed, U/L gallery rifle 
(over .25”) [cowboy action], original / iron sights. 
No slings or optical sights.  10 shots with  10 to count. 

   

L1 Enfield Trophy (M/L) 100M three positional, Enfield M/L rifles only. 
No slings or optical sights. (original sights only). 
15 shots, all to count.  5 standing, 5 kneeling & 5 prone. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L2 Presidents Platter 100M bench rest, any pistol calibre, magazine fed, U/L gallery rifle (over 
.25”) [cowboy action] 
No slings or optical sights. 10 shots to count (5 sighters, convertible). 
Fore-end rest only, lesser positions may be used (foxhole etc.) 

   

L3 Under Lever (Gallery) 100M  any pistol calibre, magazine fed, U/L gallery rifle 
(over .25”) [cowboy action], any sights. 
No slings.  5 sighters & 10 to count. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L4 Mad Minute (rapid fire) 100M any position, bolt action military rifles only. 
Unlimited shots in one minute. 
No slings or optical sights. (original sights only). 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L5 .22” rifle (100M) 100M prone, 22lr rifles only. Slings & optical sights permitted. 
No rests. 12 shots with best 10 to count. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L6 Rose bowl 

Under Lever (Gallery) 
200M any pistol calibre, magazine fed, U/L gallery rifle 
(over .25”) [cowboy action], any sights. 
No slings or rests permitted.  5 sighters & 10 to count. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L7 Any Underlever 200M any U/L rifle, any calibre, any sights. 
No slings or rests permitted.  12 shots with best 10 to count. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

   

L8 P.Gregory Trophy 200M bench rest, military rifles only. 
No slings or optical sights.  10 shots to count (5 sighters, convertible). 
Fore-end rest only, lesser positions may be used (foxhole etc.) 

   

L9 Enfield Trophy (B/L) 200M three positional, Enfield B/L military rifles only. 
No slings or optical sights. (original sights only). 
15 shots, all to count.  5 standing, 5 kneeling & 5 prone. 
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 



   

L10 .22” rifle (200M) 200M prone, 22lr rifles only. 12 shots with best 10 to count. 
Slings & optical sights. permitted.   
Foxhole may be used instead of prone as a lesser position. 

 

 

 

 

 


